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I

n May I visited Poland with my
wife and made a trip to
Auschwitz-Birkenau the notorious
Nazi extermination camp where
millions of Jews were brutalised
and gassed. Nothing prepares you
for a place like that. I knew a great
deal about it from seeing
documentaries and other TV
programmes, but it is not until
you walk through those gates with
the notorious sign above “Arbeit
Macht Frei” that you enter into a
place whose atmosphere of evil
pervades your senses, and the
experience of the awful suffering
those poor people went through
brings about a feeling of isolation
in yourself that is hard to explain.
We trudged about in silence,
hardly able to discuss what we
were seeing.

S o c i e t y
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My depressed mind questioned the
meaning behind such terrible acts
and what does history teach us?

Our chairman Peter Lee
NNWFHS HELPLINE

H i s t o r y

Of course, it’s a long way from
Auschwitz-Birkenau
to
North
Warwickshire,
but
something
occurred to me. As bad as the
conditions were in those terrible
days in Poland, you do not have to
look so far to see something
similar in our area on a much more
localised
scale.
Surely
the
conditions in our 19th century
workhouses were not far removed
from the gross privations of a
labour camp. The diet was poor.
Hard physical work was rewarded
with a bowl of gruel, hard bread or
a piece of cheese. The dormitories
were icy cold, there was a lack of
sanitation and clothing was poor.
The stench of unwashed clothes
and bodies was unbearable.
Workhouse masters and mistresses
were rarely vetted for criminal
records. They ruled with rods of
iron and had little sympathy for
the inmates. Frequently husbands
and wives, parents and children
were separated. Medical attention
was poor and punishment for
minor
misdemeanours
was
arbitrary.

The analogy stops there. Not many
people were beaten to death, shot,

gassed, hung or tortured by
demented workhouse staff. But
the awful conditions were taken
for granted as normal.

I could not help but compare the
Concentration Camps of WW11
with some of the conditions in
our workhouses, but of course,
the former were far worse.
Those of you who have watched
the BBC TV programmes ‘Who
do you think you are?’ have
seen
some
heart-rending
examples of TV personalities
ancestors who suffered and died
in the death camps. Our own
British ancestors were perhaps
less horrific but never-the –less
they did differ in many ways.
Workhouses jails and asylums
meted out cruel treatments.
Many people had horrible jobs.
The convict ships to Australia
were overcrowded and filthy,
and in times of war our soldiers,
who fought at home and abroad,
suffered from lack of food and
basic creature comforts. People
in their own homes have
sometimes suffered at the hands
of cruel or uncaring relatives.
If ever you get the chance visit
one of those death camps, it
makes you realise that man’s
inhumanity to man is only a step
away and by avoiding it in our
own lives we have been very
lucky indeed.

Contributions for the Journal
If you have a photograph or an article which you would like to be published in the journal please contact
me, Ray Clay, either at the monthly meetings, telephone 024 76349721, email:
raymond.clay2@btinternet.com or by post at 6 Cheverel Place, Nuneaton, Warwicks, CV11 5SF. By
submitting such information you grant the NNWFHS permission to republish your contribution at our
discretion, with credit to you as the submitter. I may edit your contribution for content, length and/or
clarity. Submissions may be sent by email or disk (preferably in Word format) or as hard-copy. Please
send electronically as JPEG or BMP images. If you require acknowledgement of items sent by post, or
return of items after publication which prove unsuitable for inclusion please enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. Thank you.
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Craig was co-opted onto
our committee, because
being a new member of
the society did not have
enough years in for
election, but he does
have the skills that we
require
and
has
contributed enormously
since.
Craig is an IT Manager by
day and a budding fan of
researching family history
by night.
He has been interested in
Genealogy for about 13
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years but it is only within
the last 5 years that he
has taken this interest to
new heights.
Craig now lives in
Nuneaton with his wife
and one year old son. He
has lived here for the
past five years having
been born in Hinckley
and lived there since
birth.
Along with Bill Boswell
and Pat Boucher, Craig is
helping with our web site.
All the changes you now

E d i t o r s
I read a very interesting snippet in
my daily newspaper about a
pensioner who is claiming a world
record for the biggest family tree
after tracing 10,000 relatives and
ancestors.
Just in case you missed it here is
the report:
“Roy Blackmore says he had
discovered that his ancestors
include farmers, monks, a Wild
West cowboy, Civil War soldiers, a
King of France—and even William
the Conqueror and Alfred the
Great.
The 76 year old from Taunton,
Somerset, has spent 28 years and
around £20,000 piecing together
his family history. Most of his
research was carried out before the
arrival of the internet, meaning he
had to travel the country to study
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see on there
are due to
his expertise
which
we
g r e a t l y
appreciate.
At
the
m o m e n t
Craig
is
researching
his
wife’s
family, the Godderidge’s.
They
come
from
Nuneaton and most of
them worked as quarry
miners.

Craig Langman

C o m m e n t s
archives, cemetery records and
census returns.
His tree stretches back to the Cerdick
family in 500 AD and includes
William the Conqueror in the 11th
century and Alfred the Great in 880
AD.
He has listed 9,390 ancestors and
relatives and has applied to claim the
title for the world’s largest
documented family tree”.
Now, that is dedication, but it does go
to show what can be achieved if we
persevere. When you watch the TV
program ‘Who Do You Think You
Are?’, finding your past is made to
look easy, that is because all the
work has been done for them.
Unless you are fortunate enough to
be chosen for this show you have to
do all this searching yourself. Our
Society can only guide you in the way

to go, all the spade work has to be
done by you. So, if you get stuck,
ask for our help, then keep
digging.
My continuing thanks to all of you
who contribute articles and photo’s
for publication in this journal.
Thank you to David Spencer for his
‘Treasure Trove’ on page four and
Jacqui Simkins for her many
contributions, also to Celia Parton
for starting her North Warwickshire
page, and, of course, Peter Lee for
his regular items on old Nuneaton.
It is people like you who help to
make this journal an interesting
read. All stories and old photo’s
are always very welcome. We do
try to put the emphasis on Family
History, but stories about the old
days are about people, families,
and how they lived, which are also
about family history.
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A T r e a s u r e T r o v e f o r F a m i l y
H i s t o r i a n s … b y D a v i d S p e n c e r
I started my research into the
history of my family four years
ago. I began with our family bible
that took me back to the birth of
my great grandfather in 1850. He
was a butcher in Warwick for most
of his life. I purchased a decent
computer and, with the help of the
on-line census records, I was soon
back to my great x3 grandfather,
William Spencer, who was a vet in
Ashby and who died in 1855.
When I started my research I had
no idea that some of my ancestors
were from Leicestershire. I had
moved to the county in 1980
having never previously visited it.
The 1851 census informed me that
William had been born in the
village of Snarestone so I visited
the Record Office, just half a mile
from my home, and examined the
parish registers. I found that
William had been born in
Snarestone in 1786, the son of
Richard Spencer, a Snarestone
farmer, and his wife Mary.
William married in Snarestone in
1808 when his occupation was
given as “hosier”. I had to research
for some time before I became
certain that William Spencer the
hosier eventually became a
veterinary surgeon in Ashby de la
Zouch. I also discovered that
William had two brothers,
Richard Sharp Spencer and
Francis Spencer, who had both left
descendants. I was able to trace
these two family lines, in addition
to my own. I also found the family
graves in Snarestone churchyard,
including that of William Spencer
MRCVS.

I now turned my attention to
Richard Spencer. He married in
Mary Sharp Snarestone church in
1767 and his place of origin was
recorded. This was virtually
indecipherable except that the
middle two letters were “ea”. I
soon realised he was from nearby
Measham and the parish registers

from that place confirmed this. I
learned that his parents were
Francis Spencer, farmer (born
1717) and his wife Ann, nee Beck. I
was contacted on the genes
reunited web site by a lady from
Canada who believed that she was
descended from one of his
daughters, Alice. I helped her to
prove that this was the case. She
then paid a researcher to find his
will and very kindly sent me a
copy. Francis was a wealthy man.
This was the first time I had
obtained a copy of a family will
and I now discovered some other
later family wills in the Leicester
Record Office. The Measham
records showed that Francis was
probably the son of William and
Martha Spencer and that William
had possibly died when Francis
was just one year old. This seemed
to me to be as far back as I was
going to get. I was pleased that I
had traced my family back to me
great x 6 grandfather in the early
1700’s.
I
spent my
time
researching the three later
branches of the family and finding
out further details from wills,
parish registers, parish records
and other documents. There was
no further certain trace of the
family in the Measham registers
and my quest seemed to be over.

Then, most unexpectedly, I
made a chance discovery when
“surfing” the web for local history
information. I found a Derbyshire
web site complied by Michael
Spencer,
called
“Yesterday’s
Journey”, part of the Rootsweb
site. This listed documents
available to the local historian,
mainly for Derbyshire, but also a
few from neighbouring counties.
There listed was a will for William
Spencer of Measham 1717. I emailed the Lichfield Record Office
and, for a small fee, they sent me a
copy. This confirmed that William
was my direct ancestor and, far

more importantly, he had made
a bequest to his father, Francis
Spencer of Austrey. I have
subsequently examined many
wills but this is the only one I
have ever seen where the
testator made a bequest to his
father. So now my search for
ancestors was on again, this
time in North Warwickshire.

I returned to the internet for
information about the history of
Austrey. I discovered (on the
eighth Google page!) that a
historian called Alan Roberts
had written a 1984 PhDs thesis
on the farming inhabitants of
Austrey and Appleby from 1550
to 1700. This work gives a
comprehensive picture of the
agriculture and society of the
villages through the period, and
the impact of the Civil War on
the inhabitants. I also found
that a summary of his work was
available on both the Austrey
and Appleby village websites. I
managed to get in touch with
Alan, who lives in Australia.
With great generosity he made
much of his material available
to me. He also informed me that
he had deposited that part of his
research that would be useful to
family historians with the North
Warwickshire Family History
Society and the Sir John Moore
Heritage Centre, Appleby.
I have used this material,
together with several Spencer
wills from Lichfield and my own
researches in the Austrey parish
records at the Warwick Record
Office, to re-constitute the
several branches of the Spencer
family that lived in Austrey
during this period and to learn
about the way they lived. I was
able to show that all the
Spencer's there were descended
from John Spencer who died in
1560, whose inventory still
exists. I was also able to deduce
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that Francis’s wife was Elenor
Taverner, who was born in
Austrey in 1662. I traced her line
back to Bartholomew Taverner
who died in Austrey 1556 and left
a will made in 1551 with an
inventory. Bartholomew was
thus my great x 12 grandfather.
Unfortunately there was no birth
or marriage record for Francis
Spencer. The first record of him I
could find was from 1681. In that
year he witnessed the will of
William Spencer and prepared
the inventory with one Robert
Spencer. The parish registers
name him as the father of
children born in 1688, 1690 and
1695. He is recorded in the tithe
payment records of the early 18th
century and was churchwarden
in 1692. He died in 1723 and left
a will in which he styled himself
as yeoman, though the parish
register called him, probably
more accurately, a husbandman.
In addition there was a
tantalising blank in the church
register for 1654 which reads
“son of Robert and Isabel
Spencer was baptised”. The vicar
or clerk had obviously forgotten
the Christian name of the baby
and had intended to write it in
later but had never done so. It
seemed very likely that Francis
was from one of the branches of
the Spencer families and thus
descended from John Spencer.

I returned for a final time to
Alan Roberts’ records. Amongst
them were index cards outlining
the provisions of all the existing
wills for Austrey residents from
1550 to 1700. Amongst them I
found the will of Thomas
Robinson who left “my wearing
apparel” to Francis Spencer. In
the same will he left a bay mare
and a brown mare, one each to
Robert and William Spencer.
William and Robert were the
joint executors of Thomas’s

W a r w i c k s h i r e
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T r o v e . . . c o n t ’ d

estate. This will was made in 1671,
a full ten years before the first
definite reference to Francis that I
had previously discovered. Francis
must have been a teenager,
approaching manhood, and in
need of adult clothing. For me this
clinched the matter. Francis
possessed land in Austrey and was
there for many years before his
marriage. There was no record of
a Francis being born in any of the
surrounding villages, though those
registers were very incomplete. He
married an Austrey woman. He
was respected enough to be a
church warden and to witness
wills and prepare inventories for
his neighbours. In the two probate
records with which he was
associated his name was linked
with that of Robert Spencer. There
was only one Robert Spencer in
Austrey at that time. Francis
Spencer, I was convinced, was
definitely descended from the
Austrey Spencer's, and he was
probably the missing name in the
register – the son of Robert and
Isabel Spencer. The various
Spencer families in Austrey from
1550 to 1700 were my ancestors
and John Spencer, the founder of
all the family branches who died
in 1558, was my great x 12
grandfather in the direct male
line.

Members
of
the
North
Warwickshire Family History
Society may or may not agree with
my reasoning. However what is
certain is that Alan Roberts’
research records are a treasure
trove of information for any family
historians who have relatives in
Austrey or Appleby prior to 1750.
It
consists
of
family
reconstitution forms for the main
village families of the period,
copies of will and inventories, card
indexes
giving
summarised
information on relatives and
beneficiaries of all the wills and

some other local documents. The
Austrey material is held by the
North
Warwickshire
Family
History Society. The Appleby
material was deposited with the
Sir John Moore Heritage Centre.
The Appleby village website
contains valuable lists of family
names, inhabitants, and wills and
inventories for the village from
1550 to 1720. If any member of
the society has ancestors in
Austrey or Appleby in 1750 or
earlier they should seek to access
this
valuable
information.
Perhaps you too could find your
great x 12 grandparents! I would
like to thank committee members
of the Society for their assistance,
in particular Peter Lee, for
arranging my access to the
Austrey records. Finally if there
are any members who have links
with the Spencers or the
Taverniers of Austrey I would be
very pleased to hear from them
REFERENCES:“The Farming Inhabitants of
Appleby and Austrey, 1550-1700”
by Alan Roberts (Adelaide
University PhDs dissertation,
1984)
Index and contents
available on the internet. Copy of
thesis available in both the
Warwick and the Leicester
County Record Offices. Austrey
village
web
site
–
www.austrey.com/
(click on
“information”)
Appleby village web site
www.applebymagna.org.uk

–

The Sir John Moore Heritage
Centre, Top Street, Appleby DE12
7AH – www.sirjohnmoore.org.uk
Derbyshire web site – Yesterdays
Journey (use search engine) –
Michael Spencer (part of the
rootsweb site)

dspencer1@sky.com
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Warwickshire Libraries - Sources for Family History Go to www.warwickshire.gov.uk/localstudies click on "what
we do", select a library. A pdf file will open listing the resources held at that particular library. Directories, newspapers, electoral registers. A useful aid for researchers.
Warwick Record Office: Members recently using our county archives were surprised to learn there are moves
afoot to close the record office for one week every month. It is suggested this closure is to enable cataloguing
and similar work to take place. Warwick RO currently opens Tuesday-Friday 9am-5.30pm and on Saturday
mornings; it is closed on Mondays. The Record Office does not operate a booking system for visitors and one
has to wonder how a reduction of opening by 25% will affect users - and how many visitors will arrive to find
no space is available. At the time of putting this journal together, there was a survey form available on the RO
website http://www.warwickshire.gov.uk/Web/corporate/pages.nsf/
Links/4326B6423E27E07F802571DB004A804C/$file/county_record_office.htm but we do not know at what
time the survey form maybe removed.
The Dering Roll Saved for the nation
Thanks to the generous support of the National Heritage Memorial Fund, the Art Fund and numerous individual donors, the
British Library has successfully acquired the Dering Roll, the oldest extant English roll of arms, dating from c.1270-1280.
The Roll, a vital record for the study of knighthood in medieval England depicts 324 coats of arms, representing
approximately a quarter of the entire English baronage during the reign of Kind Edward I (1272-1307).
For more information visit: www.bl.uk/supportus/acquisitionsnews.html

L o s t

a n d

F o u n d

Spotted by Carole Eales whilst transcribing PR of Baptisms for St Peter Coventry…………..
03.06.1866 Surname: Pollington, Thomas Curtis, son of….. George Augustus & Sarah of….Water Orton….Occupation…...Gardener

Looks like this entry strayed from home….anyone recognise?.
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The parochial fees set by the Church of England to operate from 1st January 2008 are now available. The fees
applied are taken from the current Table of Parochial Fees.
The search fee relates to a particular search where the approximate date of the baptism, marriage or burial is
known. The fee for a more general search of a church register would be negotiable.
Searching registers of marriages for period before 1st July 1837:
subsequent hour or part of an hour is £16.

For up to one hour is £19; for each

Searching registers of baptism or burials (see the above quote): including the provision of one copy of any entry
therein for up to one hour £19; for each subsequent hour or part of an hour £16. Each additional copy of an
entry in a register of baptism or burials: £19.
Inspection of instrument of apportionment or agreement for exchange of land for tithes deposited under the Tithe
Act 1836: £9. Furnishing copies of above, for every 72 words: £9
A copy of the full list of fees can be located at: www.cofe.anglican.org/lifeevents/fees
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C h i l v e r s C o t o n A l l
S a i n t s … . c o n t ’ d . . . b y R a y
It was on a Friday in May
1941 when the German
bombers, obviously trying
to bomb the rail line that
runs through Chilvers
Coton, including the
Railway Station which was
there at the time, missed
and drastically hit the
church instead.
Fifty years on in May 1991
there was great rejoicing at
Coton Church as the
Germans, who helped in
the rebuilding, returned to
Nuneaton to join in the
celebrations which was
called ‘The Celebrations of
the Saints’.
The bottom picture shows
the Rev John Philpot

leading the prayers before
Heinrich Schönmeyer,
woodcarver,
cut the
ribbon for entry into
church.
Top left hand picture
shows him with the
architect getting ready to
do this honour.
Top right shows Heinrich
admiring his handiwork.
Although the bombing at
the time was a great
disaster,
all
that
happened since has
added, with good effect,
to the history to this
lovely church for future
generations to look back
upon for many years to
come.

This is a formal notice to all members of NNWFHS that the 2008 Annual General Meeting of the
Society will take place on Tuesday, 11th November at 7.30pm at the Library, Nuneaton. A copy
of the full agenda will be displayed at the preceding research evenings and be available at the
AGM. All paid-up members are entitled to vote at the AGM and are cordially invited to attend.
AGENDA
1.

Apologies for absence

2.

To receive the minutes of the 2007 annual general meeting

3.

To receive and adopt the Chairman’s report

4.

To receive and adopt the Treasurer’s Report and Inspected Accounts

5.

To receive and adopt the Membership Officer’s report

6.

To receive the recommendation of the committee that annual subscriptions rise. This is the first rise
since inception of NNWFHS; it is largely to accommodate the increased costs of printing and mailing the
quarterly journal. Subscription rates 2009/10 to be: £9.50 for individuals; £12 for family membership;
£15 for overseas membership.

7.

To elect the officers and committee of the Society for the period 2008/9

8.

To receive any other business relevant to the AGM

9.

Announcements.
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The Brickworks of Bermuda

B y

R a y . T h a n k s t o P e t e r
L e e f o r p h o t o g r a p h .

The houses in Bermuda Village were
built especially for the miners in the
local coal industry.
The houses built in Bermuda Road
were especially built for the brickyard
workers in the local brickyards.
Haunchwood Brick and Tile had works
in Bermuda Road, (photo), also in
Heath End Road with the main works
being in Haunchwood Road
Stockingford.
Stanley Brothers had their main works
in Croft Road with another yard on the
outskirts of Bermuda Village. It was at
this yard in Bermuda where their
famous blue bricks were made.
Coal mining and brick making were
the main occupations of the day; the
work was hard and the pay was low.
Those workers who lived in their
employers’ houses did have the
benefit of low rents, but the houses
were ‘tied’, that means, lose your job,
lose your home. On the basis of this
brick workers homes were only given
to the key workers.
The average
labourer, just filling in between jobs,
would have had no chance of getting
one.
Time keeping was strict. A brickyard
foreman would only employ enough
people who were required to do the
jobs in hand. Anyone not turning up
for his shift would leave a working
gang short, thus making things harder
for his fellow workers.
These were the days of steam driven
engines, the boilers used to make the
steam also blew the steam whistle to
tell the men when to start or stop
work.
The head boiler man was
responsible for this and would set his
pocket watch every morning to the

‘pips’ on the morning radio
news. In turn, every home
within radius of the brick
works would set their clocks to
the ‘bull’ as it was commonly
called. It was a way of life,
along with the living conditions
of the day, that they had got used to.
The type of produce that was made
at each brickworks depended on the
type of clay that was drawn from the
clay pit.
Haunchwood yard, in Bermuda, made
what was known as, common bricks.
Mainly used for general building
work. Other products produced were
various size blocks, also used in the
building industry for making
partitioning walls. Various sizes of
clay pipes for drainage work were
also produced in large quantities.
But, their clay pit also carried a good
supply of pot clay. This is pure clay, a
greyish white in colour, and, when
milled, produced a flour like
consistency. This was the type of
clay that modellers use. In the early
days this yard used a lot of it to make
the large fancy chimney pots you can
still see around today. The old type
kitchen sinks were made here too as
were the specially designed drains
with ‘U’ bends on…….all kinds of clay
made products that could not be
produced on a machine but had to be
hand made in a mould.
Haunchwood Yard, in Heath End
Road, produced a red type clay, and
with this they made a red building
bricks still to be seen locally in many
buildings. The main product, though,
was the famous ‘Rosemary’ Red Roof
Tile and the red floor tiles that most
floors were covered with in those

days. The clay pit was on the
opposite side of Heath End Road,
right next door to No4 colliery,
and the tubs carrying the clay had
to be transported across a bridge
spanning Heath End Road to get
to the mill.
This clayhole is now a Nature
Reserve, well worth a visit if you
are in the area. It houses some
very rare crayfish which have a
preservation order on them.
Stanley’s works in Bermuda, had
the dark type of clay which was
ideal for making blue bricks. The
very hard brick that was used for
the foundations in many
buildings, and with smoke being
needed to help in the production
was why they had built this yard
in the local countryside.
Blue
bricks were also ‘oven baked’
instead of ‘continuous kilns’.
Quite a difference in the burning
of bricks which I will explain
about another time.
Coal mining and brick making,
although very hard and dirty work,
did bring full employment into
this area, and the local pit,
brickyard and quarry bosses were
responsible for keeping other
industries away from Nuneaton
for fear of losing workers to
engineering work which was more
glamorous. They ensured that
this stayed in Coventry.
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You have heard it said; you have
read it in every good genealogical
guidebook…but do you do it? Do
you check the original? You find
a transcription that fits your search;
do you accept it as being not only
accurate, but as being everything
that was written in the original?
Many of the extracted entries
transcribed on the IGI are more
accurately described as abstracts –
they do not give you the full
information. For baptisms you only
have the name of the mother and
father; no trade or place that may
also be in the original register. For
marriages there are no details other
than date, bride, groom and parish
of marriage – knowing the parishes
of the parties and their state prior
to marriage is critical.
It is current practice in a number of
repositories to provide filmed
copies of documents for research.
In 99% of cases this is perfectly
acceptable. Occasionally margin
notes are missed in the filming – if
you are viewing a film and you see
no edges to the pages filmed, just
question if a margin note could
have been lost. If you believe there
may be, or if entries are not clearly
visible on the film, ask to see the
original (if held in the same

J a c q u i

S i m k i n s

repository).
There are margin notes that are
obviously in a different hand to
the entries in the original
document; some seem to be of a
similar period and some are of a
more modern hand. These notes
can be critical – but you have to be
critical of them too. Are they
genuine information, or some
spurious graffiti that could have
been added to any other entry in
that book other than your
forebear? Recent project work in
Warwick Record Office found
what can only be described as a
child-like entry added to a
cemetery register; you wonder
how and when such could happen.
You have to question the validity
of margin notes – but some can be
very exciting.
Those who watched “Who do you
think you are?” in August
featuring Boris JOHNSON will
recall the margin note, not on the
filmed register but in the actual
registers, that led to his incredible
discovery of his royal lineage. He
wasn’t offered the chance to look
at the original registers on his
initial visit, but it was an
inquisitive archivist wondering
why on earth Boris’ actress

forebear should have married her
man in such a revered place as the
local bishop’s private chapel; this
archivist then resorted to the
original registers and produced the
discovery of the margin note made
in a different hand and style to the
original register entry. Again, such
information had to be checked. In
Boris’ case this required access to
the papers of the royal court held in
Stuttgart, all of which proved the
actress was indeed the natural
daughter of a prince!
This
discovery that would never have
happened without checking the
original!
It is easy nowadays to accept what
we find in a computer database; it
takes effort (or expense to hire a
reliable local researcher) to access
the original material.
I would
recommend everyone checking
material in parish registers prior to
the mid-1850s to also check the
same entry on the bishops’
transcripts – occasionally there is
extra information.
Maybe we shall now have the “Boris
effect” with everyone striving to
check original documents in search
of vital extra clues about their
forebears; I do hope so!

Research evenings are held the second Tuesday of each month, 7.30pm at Nuneaton Library when help is
available. Please use side entrance."
"Help Desks are operated by members of NNWFHS at Atherstone Library on the 3rd Saturday of each month,
from 2-3.45pm and at Kingsbury Library on the 1st Monday of each month, from 10am-12noon."

Microfiche Hire Service
NNWFHS offers a microfiche loan service to its members. We have several microfiche readers which are available for hire for £2
per month, and several sets of microfiche at 50p per set per month. The microfiche/readers must be reserved in advance either
at the meetings (reserved for the following meeting) or by telephoning Mrs. Carol Hughes. They may be used at the regular
monthly meetings without charge. They must be collected either from the meeting or from Carol’s house (by prior arrangement
only) and cannot be sent through the post.
If you have any queries or would like anymore information about this service or the fiche that we have please contact the
microfiche hire coordinator………...Mrs. Carol Hughes, Millstone, Mill Lane, Wolvey, Nr Hinckley, Leics, LE10 3HR Tel: 01455
220408 or email: microfiche@nnwfhs.org.uk.
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Frustration reigns in the family
history world – and not just
because of those awkward souls
who regularly moved, changed
their names or forgot their
birthplaces! We had got nicely
familiar with the Family Records
Centre (FRC) in London and the
convenience of the “big books” in
their new home…then they closed
it. We were led to expect a free online new index to the General
Registrar’s historical records to
coincide with the closure of the
FRC. But it didn’t happen; nor is it
now expected to happen in the
foreseeable future despite £16m
reputedly spent. It all makes me
very cross.
But a little
explanation…
In 1837, the registration of births,
marriages and deaths became a
civil matter in England and Wales.
The General Registrar’s Office
(GRO) was established nationally
with county registrars in every
“old” county of England and
Wales.
The GRO received
quarterly returns from county
registrars, and made up national
quarterly
indexes
listed
in
alphabetical order. These are what
we often refer to as GRO Indexes
or BMD: some 170 years of
historical records vital to all family
historians. Part of the Act that
governs civil registration requires
there to be free public access to the
national indexes. In 2008 the
GRO became part of the new
Identity and Passport Service
(IPS), although it is apparently to
retain its current venue and
services. The GRO struggles to
meet the demand for certified
copies of certificates (we can only
purchase certified copies; straight
copies without legal standing are
not available). Currently family
historians are putting around
£20m – yes, twenty million
pounds - a year into the GRO
coffers.
In 2002 the government produced
a
White
Paper
announcing
intentions to digitise the historical
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GRO records and create a new online index, coupled with a new system
to enable local registrars to create
digital records at the point of
registration. The new on-line indexes
were to be more useful and
informative for historians – deaths
were to show age at death; births
were to show the mother’s maiden
name; and marriages would show the
name of the partner. It sounded just
what family historians had dreamed
of for many years. The genealogical
world advised on methods, pitfalls,
etc. The government chose Siemens
IT Solutions & Services Ltd to carry
out a £16-million contract for a threeyear programme to digitise and reindex the birth, marriage and death
records from 1837 up to present; the
“slog” work on the historical data was
believed to be contracted out to the
Indian sub-continent.
It would seem that yet again the
governmental ear was deaf to the
advice - as it had been over the 1901
census. The system for registrars to
create digital records at point of
registration was launched, and
apparently failed. The public on-line
index should have gone ‘live’ this year
but there have been regular delays
and it is believed that the contractor
has completed only about half of the
historical records. There is now no
specific free public access to the
indexes provided by GRO. In some
recent reports, Siemens was quoted
as saying, “…the contract expires at
the end of July this year [2008] and
both Siemens and the Identity and
Passport Service have mutually
decided not to extend it”.
In a recent article in Ancestors, the
magazine of The National Archives, it
was interesting to read that no funds
are currently allocated to further the
work on the digitisation (DOVE)
programme and indexing of historical
records (MAGPIE) project, although
further discussions are apparently to
commence in the autumn. In the
same article, Chris Pomery wrote
“One service that’s unlikely to
become available by 2010 though is
MAGPIE, the promised free online

index
to
historical
civil
registration events…realistically
we can’t expect the index to
appear much before the opening
of the London Olympics…a full
decade after it was first mooted”.
Maybe those chosen nicknames
were the downfall of the project:
after all, magpies are cackling
thieves in posh clothes, while
doves simply “bill and coo”. But
are they totally dead ducks?
The GRO information is one of
our key tools for 19th and early
20th century research. Where
does this latest government IT
failure leave our research? For
the required-by-law free-ofcharge access there is little – and
nothing for those who do not use
machines and computers. There
are now no paper indexes that
we can access for the national
indexes. We have FreeBMD – a
volunteer programme to put the
GRO indexes online: it is free, it
is available on computers only,
and it is an on-going project, i.e.
incomplete, and it contains all
the errors known to exist in the
old GRO indexes. Some major
holding libraries have microfiche
copies of the historical GRO
BMD, but you may find some
fiche are misfiled, or otherwise
not to be found: a problem I have
experienced.
If you have a
computer, or use a computer in a
main
library,
and
have
subscription services, you will
find scanned images of the GRO
indexes on a number of pay-toview sites – not the handiest way
to do any blanket searches.
What for the future? As the IPS
has the new mandatory ID cards
system (for non-EU nationals
living in UK) to get up and
running by end of this year, the
difficulties at GRO are likely to
have a back seat. James Hall, the
new head of IPS, is on record
acknowledging that his own
mother berated him over closure
of the FRC – good for her! This
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interest in his family. If some of that
£16m awarded to Siemens had been
used to help the volunteer projects,
one has to wonder if we would now
be in this mess.
There is an alternative. On a local
level, a number of registrars are
using volunteers to put the historical
indexes created by the county
registrars online. The system is
generally under the banner of
UKBMD (pop that into Google and
you will find the website); the project
started in Cheshire in 2000 and the
Cheshire BMD website is a gem –
find it and do a search or two on
popular names. There are similar
projects in a number of counties. In
Warwickshire there is a project using
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alternative software with a much
less user-friendly interface; the
easiest
way
to
find
the
Warwickshire site is via UKBMD.
The Warwickshire coverage is
partial. The UKBMD project is
superior in many ways, and the
software enables users to see
marriage partners together and
identify the place of marriages.
More areas need encouragement to
get involved with UKBMD; more
volunteers are needed.
This
project is one that we should all be
rooting for, and helping with
where we can – it will provide the
information
family
historians
require; it will be freely available;
it will be accurate because local
people with knowledge and
experience have produced the on-

line data directly from the
contemporary records held by
local registrars – records that do
not contain the errors of the
national GRO indexes.
The only way UKBMD will
expand, thrive and provide is
with volunteers: you may not live
in north Warwickshire, but you
do live somewhere! If your area
has a county BMD project,
contact them and offer to help; if
they have not yet got cracking,
contact the webmaster (use the
link from the UKBMD site) and
enquire what you can do to get
things moving. We all need to do
our bit. Don’t just think about it
– get involved.

This is a lesson to fellow researchers not to believe everything that
you see or hear!....by Daryl Jones

Back in 2000, I was researching one of my
families, a family named Birt, originating from
Gloucestershire, headed by James Birt, c1800,
and his wife Elizabeth, born c1810.
In order to discover Elizabeth’s maiden surname, I
decided to send for a copy of a birth certificate of
one of their children, Martilda. It seemed like a
good idea.
According to census returns, Matilda was born
c1849, and I had no problem at all in locating an
entry in the national St. Catherine’s indexes which
seemed relevant, a Matilda Birt registered in the
district of Westbury-on Severn during the first
quarter of 1849.
Pleased with the find, I duly sent away for a copy of
the certificate, and a few days later, by return, I
received a copy. Everything seemed to fit, and the
certificate revealed that Elizabeth’s maiden
surname was James, a pleasing development, I

thought.
However, on closer examination of the certificate, I
discovered that Matilda was born on 29th February
1849, which is impossible since 1849 was not a leap
year!.
I can only imagine that Elizabeth must have
wandered in to the register office back in 1849 to
register the birth, and when asked for the birth
date of Matilda she perhaps said “the last day of
February”, after which the registrar entered 29th
February as the date of birth!.
Also, in addition to this, while looking at the Sheepy
Magna parish register recently to research my
Burton family, I discovered that a William Alfred
Burton was buried at Sheepy Magna on 31st
November 1841!.
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A

view along the Church Street in
Nuneaton towards the town centre
with St. Nicholas Parish Church on the
right. Notice how the churchyard wall,
which is still there today, and is
constructed
from
Attleborough
sandstone, has been reduced in height
over the years. This is probably due to
raising the road level as additional
layers of tarmac and new paving have
been applied. Also that the top stones of
the wall have been removed at some
stage. (Some of these stone copings are
to be found strewn near the
Attleborough Road river bridge over
the Anker - how they got there I know
not). The photo is from a commercial
postcard and was taken on a wet day c.
1905. It clearly shows the line of Lime
Trees planted in December 1836 by
Benjamin Rayner (1779-1856). His plan
was also to plant a row of yew trees
adjacent to these limes. The planting of
yews was regarded as a means of
warding off evil spirits. This is why you
often see them in graveyards. Benjamin
Rayner lived in Abbey Street and
combined the role of licensee of the
Royal Oak as well as English Master at
Nuneaton grammar school.
Where the churchyard wall ends the
gable end of a house marks the
entrance to Vicarage Street, which goes
off to the right and was then a very
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narrow lane. This house would be, in
effect, in the middle of the Vicarage
Street ring road today. Beyond that the
old built up area of Church Street. The
buildings on the left include Lawyer
Dempster's House (hidden by the trees
on the left, and John Robinson's house
with its overhanging porch. (John
Robinson (1822-1896), maltster and
brickmaker). Both these buildings had
close associations with George Eliot
(Mary Ann Evans 1819-1880) who went
to school from 1828-1832 in Vicarage
Street at Mrs`Wallington's school
whose grounds led through from
Vicarage Street to Church Street. Mrs.
Nancy Wallington had a daughter also
called Nancy (1803-1840) who married
James Williams Buchanan (1792 1846), a local lawyer, who was the
model for Lawyer Dempster in "Scenes
of Clerical Life" George Eliot's earliest
fictional work, which was published in
1857 as a series of articles in
Blackwoods Magazine. The buildings
on the left were badly damaged but not
totally destroyed during the night of the
great blitz on Nuneaton in May 1941,
those on the opposite side were
demolished about 1960. The buildings
on
the
left,
having
suffered
considerable
blast
effects
were
demolished after the war. Their
restoration could have been attempted

but history was not seen as a big thing
in Nuneaton then, and temporary
wooden shops were later installed,
and are still there. There are plans to
rebuild this sector of Nuneaton and it
would be admirable if copies of this
frontage could be incorporated into
the new work. Nuneaton Library and
various
government
buildings
replaced the buildings on the left. The
churchyard wall was a popular place
for the graffiti artists of the 19th
century, who would carve their initials
and their lover's vows.
Could the horse and trap be driven by
"Flashy" Jack Albrighton who
operated what we would term today a
taxi service? Providing chauffeur
driven transport to the better off
classes of the day. "Flashy" Jack got
his name from his trademark
waistcoat, which was rather a gaudy
pattern. He also had a sideline window cleaning! Notice the lack of
traffic, the deserted streets. The wet
pavements suggest a downpour of
rain, which would make a trip out in a
horse driven buggy such as this a
damp prospect
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many memories of it. Of course, he had, and I was
treated to a snap shot of youthful exuberance in the
town in the 1930’s as Phil and his chums larked about
and generally did what boys did in those days, in a good
natured, fearful of their elders, sort of way.
One snippet Phil mentioned was when he and his mates
were mooching along when an extraordinary character
hoved into view. The unusual aspect of a dapper man,
complete with very smart, dandyish, clothes, a walking
stick with a gold top, wearing make up, shocked them.
Phil’s reaction, which I have tidied up from the original in
this politically correct age, was “blimey who’s that? It must
be a Chinaman”. Oriental people were unknown in
Nuneaton in the 30’s and Phil in his un-knowing youth
thought he had just seen one for the first time.
It was, in fact, Archie Carmichael. Archie was a familiar
figure in our streets for fifty years until he died in the
1950’s but he must have caused quite a stir in a one-horse
town like as Nuneaton, particularly as he always seemed to
wear rouge!

A

few years ago several local historians in the Nuneaton
area operated what we called “the grapevine”. Participants
included Alan Cook, the late and much lamented Phil Vernon,
Reg. Rowley, Arthur Tooby, Fred Phillips, and myself. The
telephone would ring on Sunday and we would engage in a
round of “notes and queries”, which sometimes involved “by
the way Pete – what do you know about so and so?” or as was
more often the case “ay up Pete – did you know…” and
another nugget of oral local history would be transmitted over
the telephone wires. I took the opportunity of scribbling most
of this down which is a good job because poor old Phil, Reg,
Arthur and Fred are just fond memories now, so I cannot
phone them to confirm anything.

On one occasion I mentioned to Phil in passing Vicarage
Street School, which he attended, and asked him if he had

The truth was that Archie was a most unusual local
businessman – a high-class ladies hairdresser, and make
up was his badge of office. When he was working on the
immaculately quoiffured heads of the local bosses’ wives
they expected to be attended to by someone as immaculate
and well turned out as Archie. Nothing less would do.
Archie was a very respectable member of the town’s
business class. He was born in Hull in 1876, the son of
William H. Carmichael and Jemima. His father was also a
hairdresser whose business in the 1881 census was at 2
Seaton Street, Sculcoates, Yorkshire. In December 1899
Archie moved to Nuneaton and set up his own hairdressing
business in Queens Road. He married a local girl, Annie
and I think had had two daughters one Vivian born, 1902
and another Marguerite who was born in 1908. Local
tradition has it that Marguerite was known by the family as
“Rita”. 1930 was a particularly sad year for Archie because
in April Marguerite died aged 21 (I have been told of
consumption) and in July that year, his wife Annie also
died. (Rita is said to have been a keen member of the local
theatrical society). It must have been awful shock for poor
old Archie, but he soldiered on. His immaculately dressed
dapper figure complete with gold-topped cane could be
seen about town for many years. Apparently he walked
considerable distances and he is said to have thought
nothing to walking to Stratford Upon Avon on a Sunday. A
distance of 30 odd miles in each direction. Of course, in
those days it was a pleasure to walk anywhere. Road traffic
was light and people did walk, and enjoyed it. At various
times Archie lived in Church Street, Countess Road and
King Edward Road.
I do not have his date of death in the 1950’s or the
circumstances of it, but he passed away, and another of
Nuneaton’s old characters disappeared. I will always be
pleased to hear the stories of other old Nuneaton
characters.
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T r e a s u r e r / M e m b e r s h i p
S e c r e t a r y

Subscriptions for 2008-09 have now been completed with the majority of members choosing to renew
for yet another year. I am pleased to thank existing members for their continuing support and to
welcome new members. Very many thanks to those members who also gave the Society a donation
towards obtaining new records.
Thank you also to the members who took the time to update their surname interests. The new listing is
due for publication in January and will appear on the website very shortly. Do have another look
through the names to see if you can connect with other members.
I have to inform you that the committee have recommended an increase in subscriptions to take effect
from renewals at 1 September 2009. The recommendation is that subscriptions will be:
Individual

£9.50

Family

£12.00

Overseas

£15.00

The recommendation will be put to the vote at the forthcoming AGM.
I regret that these increases are necessary but we have experienced hefty increases in both printing and
postage costs over the past year and this makes the publications, such as the Journal, which you
receive as part of your subscription, far more expensive to publish and circulate.
I hope that you will agree with me that the increased rates still represent excellent value for money.
They compare favourably with subscriptions charged by other Societies and I believe that our new rates
are still lower, but benefits greater, than some Societies offer. Your membership benefits will continue
as before but as a new benefit this year we are also now offering a members discount on the Society’s
own publications. We have a new collection of publications to watch out for in the coming months.
**************************************************************************

Special Notice
The Society's e-mail addresses have recently come under attack by unscrupulous
persons as a result of which we have been receiving e-mailed viruses. It has therefore
been necessary to amend the addresses. The e-mails shown on this year's
membership cards with the extension .org.uk will no longer work. Please e-mail the
committee as follows:
chairman@nnwfhs.co.uk
publications@nnwfhs.co.uk

Please note new email address
for Mrs Janet Swales
membership No.226

membership@nnwfhs.co.uk

peter@pdswales.plus.com

editor@nnwfhs.co.uk
treasurer@nnwfhs.co.uk
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If you are a grandmother, like me you’ll have been proud when your grandchildren were born and were
christened. I certainly felt blessed when my first grandchild, Charlotte, arrived last October followed in
November by her twin cousins, William and Kaitlin. This July saw them all christened, Charlotte at St.
Bartolomew’s, Binley, followed the next week by William and Kaitlin. So what has this to do with family
history? Well, for us, William and Kaitlin made history for they became the 10th generation in a direct line
and without a break to be christened at St Nicolas. This I have been able to confirm by entries in the
parish register. The day was made extra
special as the twins’ great-grandfather, a
lay preacher at St. Nicolas was able to take
part in the ceremony by marking them with
the sign of the Cross.
Here are my 10 generations:
William & Kaitlin Keens - 2008
Stuart Keens – 1975
Kathryn Lenton – 1958
Terence Lenton – 1934
Clara Gilliver – 1913
George Gilliver – 1888
Clara Bacon – 1864
Elizabeth Johnson – 1832
Joseph Johnson – 1790
Joseph Johnson – 1769
Joseph senior’s parents were married at St Nicolas and may also have been christened there – if only I
could find the record!
So here’s a challenge – Many of you will have traced your ancestors back well before 1769 but how many
generations can you take your own family back at a single church?

***************************************************************************************************************

GenSmarts Version 2
Now compatible with Family
Tree Maker 2008. Years ago, a
new type of genealogy
software debuted - one which
uses artificial intelligence to
make research suggestions.
GenSmarts works alongside
existing genealogy software to
explain records that should be
researched and why. Today's
GenSmarts Version 2 release
represents a new level of
usability and power for
genealogy hobbyists seeking
research assistance.

This software locates holes
in your data and creates a
digital "To Do" list (with
links to available online
research sites) to point
you toward new research
possibilities and sources.
GenSmarts maintains an
up-to-date internal listing
of places, both on- and off
-line, where you can
conduct further research,
including a description of
the records available at

each source. View or
print your “To Do” list
along with helpful
background information.
For census searches, this
software even provides
you with alternative
name spellings and
Soundex codes, and
calculates your ancestor’s
age at the date of the
census.
Compatible with Family
Tree Maker and GEDCOM
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An exclamation frequently heard…
and the intonation leaves you in no
doubt just how beautiful or
atrocious the writing is! Lately,
those involved with transcribing
registers for future publications by
NNWFHS
have
frequently
muttered it, some have shouted it,
some have added colourfully to it!
We have all struggled with poor
filming of registers; I have been
fighting one where a big chunk of
pages are filmed out of order. As
this is not noted anywhere, you
would be forgiven for not finding a
particular marriage you were
seeking – once all are transcribed
and published, searches will be
accomplished more easily.
Then there are registers so faded
that you struggle to read faded ink
on old browned paper from the film
or fiche copies. Have you tried
coloured
transparent
plastic
“filters”? You can find suitable
material in some “project pads” or
plastic files. Cut some squares that
slide under the lens. Occasionally it
doesn’t
improve
matters;
sometimes it makes a huge
difference in legibility.
One hurdle is the parish scribe who
basically couldn’t write legibly! A
parish in north Warwickshire I was
perusing
recently
had
me
wondering how much communion
wine
the
incumbent
consumed…”spread” ink, blots,
errors of every kind imaginable left
me wondering if I could actually
rely on anything written. When you
find there are no extant bishops’
transcripts for parts of the same
register, you wonder if the
incumbent couldn’t read his own
writing.
For the marriages
indexing project, this is a major
hurdle and a second transcriber is
tackling the register; the two results
will be merged.
Then there are the rodents! A
neatly folded bishops’ transcript
will have entries written over the
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later folds. No problem…until you
open out the nibbled copy to find a
delectable pattern that could win a
decorative
fold-and-cut
paper
design competition! You can bet the
holes are where the critical names
were.
Has a marriage actually taken place
when the groom and bride neither
signed nor made their mark? The
witnesses also failed to leave their
name or mark before leaving
church,
yet
the
incumbent
completed the lines saying he had
dutifully performed the marriage. A
handful of these are appearing on a
current parish transcription; it will
be interesting to see what was
submitted to the bishop for the
returns!
Being unable to decipher names can
be a mountainous task. Sometimes
you read something out loud and
the surname becomes obvious;
occasionally the BT will clarify but
at other times you find something
totally different and are left
wondering just who was involved in
a particular ceremony. Recent work
on cemetery registers at Warwick
Record Office had all three
transcribers flummoxed by the
flourishing
signature
of
an
officiating minister.
Many such
“unsure” names can be resolved by
using Crockford’s (the annual listing
of
all
Church
of
England
incumbents), the Clergy List, or
local directories for the period that
may name non-conformist ministers
and preachers. It is important to
know the officiating minister for
burials in public cemeteries, as this
is a strong indication of the religion
of those being buried – necessary
information for further research.
However, when you cannot be sure
of the first two letters of a surname
you are stumped. In this instance it
was a casual comment to a proof
reader who then said “Could be it
‘Sn’ rather than ‘Sh’?” That solved it
– the unusual surname was Snepp,
not Shepp or Sheff; Crockford’s
confirmed is was Ernest SNEPP who

had been in Atherstone as curate
1874/5, and then went off to
India for a few years – no wonder
he wasn’t found as Shep… or
Shef…!
Occasionally, just occasionally,
there is a register written in the
most delightful hand, in ink that
was well-made and remains
unfaded, with all sections duly
completed. They do not occur
often, but they are a joy to read
let alone transcribe. One of the
incumbents at Nuneaton St
Nicolas certainly had a clear
hand, and I salute him and his ilk
for their thoroughness!
The above comments largely
relate to records made since
1750.
When you use earlier
material the problems of fading
coupled with damage by water,
rodents
and
mould
are
exacerbated by the different
styles of writing. Arm yourself
with a copy of Examples of
English Handwriting 1150-1750
by Hilda E.P.Grieve, which has a
great alphabet you can copy and
carry with you for quick
reference. If you can afford a
more extensive publication, buy
Palaeography for Family &
Local Historians by Hilary
Marshall (recently appeared on
some remaindered lists for
considerably less than the
published price); it is a most
useful source book. Both books
have samples to work through as
exercises – with the answers (no
peeping before you tackle your
own transcription!).
As you get further back, you will
encounter Latin. School-learned
Latin will not help you much, but
a good list of Latinised given
names will be all you need to spot
your ancestors in the registers. If
you
come
across
entire
documents in Latin, you may
need to seek the help of a
specialist translator, but many
documents followed a strict
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format and Hilary Marshall’s book may be all that you need to get the basic information required from a
document.
No matter how well prepared you are, you will struggle with old handwriting and its short-forms; no two scribes
wrote the same and you need to take a photo of the document or make a photocopy and then work through it
systematically leaving gaps which you will hopefully be able to complete when you get your eye in to the style
and idiosyncrasies of the particular writer. Some individuals seem to have a knack for reading early writing;
unfortunately I am not one of them.
In family history, our mantra is to work from today, back in time, step by step. This process prepares us
gradually to changing styles of handwriting. With practice and a good reference book, you will be able to
unravel enough to make sense of documents – unless the handwriting was too atrocious to be deciphered!

***********************************************************************************************************************************************

Yesterday's Journey: A Collection of Names from the County of
Derbyshire, England
Writing in the King's County (New Brunswick) Record, Diana Lynn Tibert described one of those hidden gems that
genealogists love to uncover. If you have ancestors from the County of Derbyshire, England, you will want to spend
some time on a web site called "Yesterday's Journey."
The "Yesterday's Journey" web site posts names and information found in official documents for the County of
Derbyshire, England. These documents include wills, coroner reports, arrest warrants, indentured records, delinquent
fathers and more. The details in the documents may include full name, date and place of birth, names of parents,
spouses, children and employers, length of employment, military service and other pieces of information.
Derbyshire is a county located in the East Midlands of England. It shares its borders with Greater Manchester, West
Yorkshire, South Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire, Staffordshire and Cheshire Counties. Although this
database is specifically for Derbyshire, it often includes people from all over the British Isles as they worked and
travelled in the county.

You can read more at http://kingscorecord.canadaeast.com/friendsneighbours/article/396740.

Warwickshire Libraries - Sources for Family History

Go to www.warwickshire.gov.uk/localstudies
click on "what we do", select a library.

All the articles published in this journal by Eastman’s Online Genealogy Newsletter are
copyright 2007 by Richard W. Eastman. They are re-published here with the permission of
the author. Information about the newsletter is available at http://www.eogn.com.
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Following comments to Ray and I about the lack of articles about north Warwickshire in the journals, your committee has decided to put this right by having a regular north Warwickshire page. As North Warwickshire Coordinator I will write this page, which will include any news, or events, which may be of interest. I will also
write a separate article which is north Warwickshire based. This quarter it is about Kingsbury village. From
time to time I will do articles about other north Warwickshire villages. Strictly speaking this is local rather than
family history but then the two do go together. Family history is not just about names and dates. It is interesting to find out about where your ancestors lived, what their occupations were and perhaps to have photographs
of the church where they were baptised or married.
If you have ancestors from north Warwickshire why not share your research by writing an article for the journal?
EVENTS
By the time you read this, our main event of the year in Atherstone will have already taken place. That is the
family history event in St Mary’s Church, Atherstone on September 27th. The date makes it too late for inclusion
in this journal but there will be a full report with photographs in the next.
NEWS
Family History sessions will be held at Kingsbury Library on the first Monday of the month from 10.00am to
midday starting on October 6th. Jacqui Simpkins, Val Pickard and I have volunteered to give our help and advice.
NEW PROJECT
The Friends of Atherstone Heritage and Volunteer Centre, North Warwickshire have joined forces in a new project to celebrate 100 years of Atherstone’s heritage from 1850-1950, including local industries, famous people
and the changing street scene. Thanks to the Heritage Lottery Fund there will be displays, events and exhibitions over the next two years.
FORTH-COMING EVENT
Baddesley Colliery Reunion – Saturday 28th February 2009
An exhibition is being organised to commemorate the 20th anniversary of the closure of Baddesley pit. It will
take place at Baddesley Ensor Liberal Club and will be opened at 12 Noon by Mr Peter McKniff, former manager
of Baddesley pit. I will be there with my exhibition about the Baddesley Colliery Explosion of 1882, (also see my
new website at www.baddesleypitexplosion.co.uk.)
For more information contact Steve Adnett at steveadnett@yahoo.co.uk.
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The village of Kingsbury is in north
Warwickshire although the postal
address is Tamworth, Staffordshire.
It is today mainly known for its oil
terminal and water park, but has a
long history going way back to
antiquity. Evidence has been found
of
pre-historic
and
Roman
occupation. After the Romans, the
Angles and Saxons came to Britain
and they formed seven kingdoms of
which Mercia was the largest.
Nearby Tamworth was the capital
of Mercia. The Kings of Mercia
enjoyed hunting in the surrounding
countryside and one of them built a
hunting lodge on the bluff above
the river Tame on the site of the
present Kingsbury Hall.
PARISH
The parish of Kingsbury was at one
time the sixth largest in the
country, including the hamlets of
Hurley Wood End, Slateley,
Halloughton, Plumpton, Kimberley,
Cliff, Dosthill, and Drakenage.
Some of these no longer exist or
have been reduced to a single
farmhouse and others have become
villages in their own right.
Kingsbury was the most important
of these and had the mother church
of St Peter and St Paul.

THE CHURCH
The parish church of St Peter and
St Paul, a short distance away from
Kingsbury Hall, was first built in
the 12th century and was a simple
nave with a square chancel. Two
aisles were added c1180 and the
tower added towards the end of the
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13th century. During the 14th
century the population increased
and so the church was made bigger.
The chancel was doubled in length
and the aisles widened, the
Bracebridge Chapel and the vestry
were also built. The font is also 14th
century. The west wall of the tower
was rebuilt in the 17th century and
raised to its present height.
Renovations have taken place
during the 19th and 20th centuries.
The parish registers of baptisms,
marriages and burials survive from
1537 and are now held at Warwick
Record Office. Copies of these can
be found at both Tamworth and
Atherstone libraries. Remember
that if your ancestors came from
Hurley or Wood End you will need
to consult the Kingsbury registers.
The church stands on high ground
overlooking the river Tame. There
are stone steps leading down from
the churchyard to the “planks” and
then a bridge, which crosses the
river, and a path leads to Kingsbury
Water Park.
LORDS OF THE MANOR
For many years Kingsbury Hall was
occupied by the Bracebridge family.
They were all descended from Peter
de Bracebridge who came to
Kingsbury in the 12 century and
married Amicia de Arden who was
descended from Lady Godiva. She
(Lady Godiva) had previously
owned the Manor, although she
never actually lived in Kingsbury.
Her husband Leofric was Earl of
Mercia. Later generations of the
Bracebridge
family
lived
at
Atherstone Hall.
In the 19th century Sir Robert Peel
1st baronet of Drayton Manor
became the lord of the manor. His
son, the 2nd baronet was Member of
Parliament for Tamworth and
became Prime Minister in 1834. It
was
he
who
founded
the
Metropolitan Police Force in 1829,
hence the nickname of “Bobbies” or
“Peelers”. The Peel family held the

b y
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manor until about 1928. Sadly
today the Hall although still
standing is in a state of disrepair,
covered with tarpaulin and
scaffolding. This photograph of
the Hall was taken about 20 years
ago
DOMESDAY BOOK
Kingsbury
or
“Chinesberie”
appears in the Domesday Survey
of 1086. “Chines” meant ”Royal”
and “berie” a fortified manor
house. The manor of Kingsbury
was an estate of about 700 acres,
560 of which were cultivated by
36 men. They were small farmers
or villains who held their land
from the Lord of the Manor in
return for doing a fixed amount of
work for him.
Kingsbury Mill is also mentioned
in the Domesday Book being
valued at 9/3d (about 46p). There
is still a mill on the site and this
one dates from 1747, having
replaced earlier ones. Over the
centuries it has been used for
various different purposes, from
milling corn, to milling gunbarrels for the Duke of Wellington
at
Waterloo
and
making
munitions for World War 1.
Better road transport was needed
to take these products to
Birmingham and so a new bridge,
the Hemlingford Bridge was built
by public subscription in 1783.
This remained the main route out
of the village to Birmingham until
a new by-pass was built in the
1970s. The bridge was destroyed
by floods on New Years Day, 1982.
The Mill was water powered,
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being situated next to the river
Tame, until the 1930s. In 1960 the
Wheel House collapsed and the
Millrace was filled in. After that it
became a garden centre for a time.
It is now being redeveloped.
INDUSTRY
The main occupation of the
inhabitants of Kingsbury was
farming. One of the well-known
farming families was the Afflecks. I
have done a little research into this
family as my aunt Nell who was
married to my uncle, Roland
Cotton, is descended from this
family.
Her full name before
marriage was Helen Margaret
Clarkson Affleck. Census records
show that they farmed at Slateley
Farm and Holt House farm in
Kingsbury and at Coton. The first
Ralph Affleck was born in Temple
Midlothian, Scotland in 1819 but
must have come to England before
1850 as he married Catherine
Cuthbert on 4 November 1850 in
Lea Marston. Ralph and Catherine
had five sons who all were farmers
and subsequent generations of the
family carried on the farming
tradition. One descendant, another
Ralph donated land to be used as a
recreation ground and when a new
housing estate was built in 1932,
one of the roads, Ralph Crescent,
was named after him.
At the end of the 19th century new
industry arrived in the form of the
brickworks and coal mining. Cliff
brickworks opened in 1870 and
Kingsbury colliery at Piccadilly
opened in 1897. This followed
improvements to the road system
to both Birmingham and Coventry.
Also in 1839 the Derby to
Birmingham Railway had been
opened and the Kingsbury Branch
Railway to Baddesley Colliery in
1878. This meant it was easier to
distribute coal to the rest of the
country.
Other industry included gravel
workings to the south in the1930s

and the Oil Terminal to
the east in the 1960s.
The brickworks and the
coal mining started to
decline in the 1960s.
Cliff Brickworks closed
in 1969 and the pit in
1968.
Kingsbury pit
was where my father
first started work after
leaving school.
His
father was a farm
worker at Drakenage
farm in Kingsbury.
After a time my grandfather went to
work at Bentley Hall farm, in
Bentley, and so the family moved
and my father transferred to
Baddesley pit. Drakenage Farm
was and still is owned by the
Wathes family who also own
Flanders Hall farm in nearby
Hurley.
By the 1970s the gravel pits were
worked out and Kingsbury Water
Park was formed from the old
workings. There are now about 30
lakes and pools covering 620 acres.
Some of the pits were left naturally
to fill with water and others were
filled and the whole
area
landscaped.
CHANGES
The 1970s saw other changes to the
village, changing its character. The
centre of the village was around the
White Swan Inn. The Inn is still
there but the row of shops next to it
and other cottages around were
demolished to make way for the
new main road
through
the
village.
New
shops, Health
Centre
and
Sports centre
were also built.
SOURCES
Around
Kingsbury
Kingsbury
Historical

–

society
The Story of Kingsbury Kingsbury Historical society
A History of Kingsbury CollieryKingsbury Historical society
www.dannyhaines.com/khs
Kingsbury History Group website

